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RentWorks Version 4.1.J9 
Release Letter 

Note: This release requires Progress Version 11.7 
 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES: 

 
 None in this release 

 
 
Enhancements/Improvements: 
 
Just program errors listed below, corrected. 
 
Descriptions of tickets addressed, in order of impact: 
 
Program Ticket      Brief Description 

 
Level 1 
 
None 

 
Level 2 
 

Counter RW360-773 Report location of deposits/payments changing to default 
location - customer is having the report location of 
payment/deposits change to their Terminal Defaults location 
code. 

Interfaces RW360-607 New Web based Equifax interface. 
   

Level 3 
 

Accounting RW360-612 DealerTrack posting fails when special characters appear in 
certain fields. 

Counter RW360-471 Searching using Voucher Number no results found. 

Counter RW360-623  Invalid characters in datetime/datetime-tz value error when a 
tour contract is created for pickup between midnight and 
0:59 in the morning. 
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Counter RW360-792 Unable to change a no-show reservation back to Open 
reservation when a posted pre-paid payment exists. CF A1143 

Counter RW360-653 Rollover flag should not be enabled/editable AFTER the 
contract has been created 

Inquiries RW360-558 Message Queue inquiry screen - the second date calendar 
icon does not enter the date in the correct field. 

Maintenance RW360-221 Editing a sold vehicle and saving generates an error "Vehicle 
record already exists" 

Maintenance RW360-771 Time clock - remove popup annoying message when 
attempting to modify another person’s time clock record. 

Maintenance RW360-825 Company categories are <blank> in local company 
maintenance 

Reports RW360-834 Claims Report. - Entering a start and end employee generates 
a "bad Query" message. 

WLB RW360-873 Problem with WLB. PO Number not being assigned 
   

 
 
All tickets addressed. 
 

Area JIRA # Brief Description 
Counter RW360-155 Thrifty Panama invoicing enhancement 

Maintenance RW360-221 Editing a sold vehicle and saving generates an error "Vehicle 
record already exists" 

Counter RW360-471 Searching using Voucher Number no results found. 
Inquiries RW360-558 Message Queue inquiry screen - the second date calendar 

icon does not enter the date in the correct field. 
Interfaces RW360-607 New Web based Equifax interface. 

Accounting RW360-612 DealerTrack posting fails when special characters appear in 
certain fields. 

Counter RW360-623  Invalid characters in datetime/datetime-tz value error when a 
tour contract is created for pickup between midnight and 
0:59 in the morning. 

Counter RW360-653 Rollover flag should not be enabled/editable AFTER the 
contract has been created 

Maintenance RW360-771 Time clock - remove popup annoying message when 
attempting to modify another person’s time clock record. 

Counter RW360-773 Report location of deposits/payments changing to default 
location - customer is having the report location of 
payment/deposits change to their Terminal Defaults location 
code. 

Counter RW360-792 Unable to change a no-show reservation back to Open 
reservation when a posted pre-paid payment exists. CF A1143 

Maintenance RW360-825 Company categories are <blank> in local company 
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maintenance 

Reports RW360-834 Claims Report. - Entering a start and end employee generates 
a "bad Query" message. 

WLB RW360-873 Problem with WLB. PO Number not being assigned 
Interfaces RW360-905 wrong inspection date in TAAP export 

Maintenance RW360-907 Put updated email script into Git 
WLB RW360-922 WLB users need corrected functionality in A/R utility 

Maintenance RW360-924 Display InvID when BBARS in Fleet Maintenance 
Utilities RW360-930 Zip code editor utility 

Maintenance RW360-936 Update rwversion.p to version 4.1.J9 
   
   
   
   
   
  

 

   

   
   
   
   
   
   

   

   
   
   

 


